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ABSTRACT  

 

Nurianda Sari Hsb (2020):  A study on students listening comprehension 

difficulties in English at the second grade 

students of vocational high school 1 

Bangkinang  

Skripsi ini berjudul “studi tentang kesulitan pemahaman listening siswa dalam 

bahasa Inggris pada siswa kelas II SMK Negeri 1 Bangkinang” membahas tentang 

Kesulitan siswa kelas 2 terhadap Listening Comprehension. Tujuan dari penelitian 

ini adalah untuk mengetahui bagaimana kesulitan siswa di dalam listening 

comprehension, untuk mengetahuinya penulis merumuskan masalah menjadi 2 

yaitu : 1 bagaimana tingkat permasalahan yang dihadapi siswa dan 2. dominan 

aspek yang paling sulit di temui siswa dalam belajar bahasa inggris  . Populasi 

dalam penelitian ini adalah siswa kelas dua SMKN 1 Bangkinang . Jumlah sample 

sebanyak 120 siswa dari 4 kelas . Pengumpulan data dilakukan dengan kuesioner 

dan observasi.. Hasil analisis kesulitan siswa terhadap pemahaman listening 

menunjukkan bahwa listening comprehension merupakan keterampilan yang 

sangat sulit bagi siswa yang mempelajari bahasa asing. Hal tersebut didasarkan 

pada 8 aspek  yang mempengaruhi pendengaran mereka yaitu willingness, 

attention, aware and perceptive, interpretation, remember, respond, care, 

summarize. Pemahaman tentang kesulitan siswa dapat memotivasi dan membantu 

guru untuk mengembangkan strategi pembelajaran yang efektif bagi siswa untuk 

meningkatkan kemampuan listening . Dalam menganalisis data, penulis 

menggunakan bantuan Microsoft Excel . Penulis menyimpulkan bahwa siswa 

SMKN 1 Bangkinang memiliki tingkat kesulitan yang tinggi dalam menyimak 

dan aspek yang paling dominant di alami siswa adalah summarise atau pada saat 

membuat kesimpulan . 

 

Keywords ; Kesulitan, Listening Comprehension  
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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Nurianda Sari, (2020):  A study on students listening comprehension 

difficulties in English at the second grade 

students of vocational high school 1 Bangkinang  

 

This thesis entitled “A Study on Studentss‟ Listening Comprehension 

Difficulties in English at the Second Grade Students of Vocational High School 1 

Bangkinang.discusses about the listening comprehension difficulties of the second 

grade students. The purpose of this study was to find out the level of difficulties 

and also the factors that is as a cause of the students‟ listening difficulties at SMK 

N 1 Bangkinang . the population of this research are the second grade of SMKN 1 

Bangkinang and the total sample are 120 students. This research had one variable. 

This research was a case study research. In collecting the data, the researcher used 

questionnaires and observation method that contains positive and negative 

questions about A Study on Studentss‟ Listening Comprehension Difficulties,the 

result of analysis of listening comprehension difficulties  shows that listening is a 

difficult skill for students foreign language. That is based on 8 aspects that affect 

their listening namely : willingness ,attention, aware and perceptive, interpretation, 

remember, respond, care, summarize. Understanding students difficulties can 

motivate and help teachers to develop strategies for students to improve listening 

comprehension skills.  . In analyzing the data, the data obtained from 

questionnaires analyzed by using the Microsoft Excel program. Finally, the 

researcher concluded that students of SMKN 1 Bangkinang had a high level of 

difficulties in listening comprehension with an average score of 80 and the most 

dominant aspect is summarize. 

 

Keywords: difficulties ,listening comprehension 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

A. Background of the Problem 

Listening is one of the activities in English language learning. Among 

the four language skills, listening is the basic skills in English language that 

have to masterd by students to communicate in English well. In line with 

Brown and Yule ( 1983.p.124) listening means the person understands with 

the others people said. Besides, Rost ( 2009.p.124) has said that a successful 

communication if the listeners understand what the other people say.  

Listening is a receptive skill. It requires a person to receive and 

understand incoming information. As a receptive skill, listening plays an 

important role in communication. Listening skills are more important than 

reading skills as a factor contributing to academic success because listening is 

frequently used language skill (Gilakjani, 2011, p. 5). 

During listening process, students faced difficulties in listening. There 

are many listening difficulties that are faced by the students. The students have 

problems with the sounds. The students also have to understand word byword 

but sometimes they find unfamiliar words. The students cannot predict what 

words will be said by the speakers (Ur,1991: 111-112). Students‟ listening 

difficulties have impact in their speaking, so it should be paid attention to the 

teacher. 
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In English teaching and learning process at Indonesian Educational 

Institution, listening is the first skills of English that must learned by students. 

Regarding with Smith (2003.p.101) stated that listening is the language skills 

that is used the most, it is the one that is taught the least in the classroom. 

Most of studentssgot the difficulties in listening because the studentssstill have 

a problems with vocabulary and pronunciation.acording to Brown (1995) 

acknowledged the relevance of all these issues, and further argued that listener 

difficulties are also related to the levels of cognitive demands made by the 

content of the texts.beside that according to Buck (2001) identifies numerous 

difficulties which can be confronted in listening tasks such as unknown 

vocabularies, unfamiliar topics, fast speech rate, and unfamiliar word. 

Listening English comprehension is completely different from usual listening 

activities because English is not our mother tongue language and there are 

sounds which are unknown or unfamiliar for foreign listeners; and therefore, 

they may often fail to distinguish from other similar sounds or even fail to 

hear them at all. 

The difficulties occur when they cannot retain the incoming voice in 

their short term memory for a while, so that the utterance can be processed for 

further semantic interpretation (Wilson, 2008). They are also concerned with 

the nature of listening materials and strategies (Chen, 2005) as the 

characteristics of spoken language frequently dominate in listening material. 

Brown (1994 : 238 ) says, there are special characteristics of spoken language 

need to  be taken into consideration, second language studentss need to pay 
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special attention to such factors because they highly influence the processing 

of speech, if these characteristics are not presented, they can make listening 

process become difficult, the characteristics are : is clustering, that is breaking 

down speech into smaller groups of words.  

The second is redundancy like rephrasing, repetitions, elaborations, 

and little insertions of “I mean” and “you know.” The third is reduced forms 

like phonological, morphological, syntactic and pragmatic reduction. The 

fourth is performance variables such as hesitations, false starts, pauses, and 

corrections. The fifth is colloquial language like idioms, slang, reduced forms, 

and shared cultural knowledge. The sixth is rate of delivery which indicates 

number and length of pauses used by a speaker. The seventh characteristic is 

stress, rhythm, and intonation which are very important because English is a 

stress timed language. And the eight characteristic is interaction which rules 

include negotiation, clarification, attending signals, turn-taking, and topic 

nomination, maintenance, and termination. 

Vocational High School 1 Bangkinang is one of the Senior High 

School level in Bangkinang. As one of the formal institution of education, this 

school learned English based on 2013 Curriculum. English is taught twice in a 

week with duration of 45 minutes for one meeting. According to the lesson 

plan from this school which is adapted from 2013 curriculum, the subject 

listening has purposes: 

1. To make the studentsscomprehend the text in listening. 

2. To make the studentssunderstand with what they heard. 
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3. To make the studentsscan listen perfectly in listening classs.  

4. To make the studentssknow the importance of listening. 

Based on the researcher preliminary study in Vocational High School 1 

Bangkinang, a part of studentssstill faces problems and difficulties especially 

in English in term of listening. the students‟ ability to listening English is still 

far from the expactation of the curriculum. The researcher can establish from 

the minimum of students passing grade that made by school.  

Based on the preliminary research that done by the researcher at 

Vocational High School 1 Bangkinang, the researcher found the following 

phenomena:  

1) Most of the studentssthink that the speakers‟ talks and their conversation 

in the CD are very fast and extremely difficult to be comprehended 

2) Most of the studentssface problems of interpretation in listening 

Comprehension 

3) Some of the studentssare not able to understand the vocabularry that used 

by the speaker  

Based on the problems described above, the researcher is interested in 

researching the problems above into a research entittled “ A Study on 

Studentss’ Listening Comprehension Difficulties in English at the Second 

Grade Students of Vocational High School 1 Bangkinang. 
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B. The Probem of the Research 

1. Identification of the probem  

a. How is the listening comprehension at the second grade of vocational 

high school 1 Bangkinang? 

b. How is the vocabulary mastery in listening comprehension at the 

second grade of vocaional high school 1 Bangkinang? 

c. How is the ability in understanding the meaning of the message of 

listening activity? 

2. Iimitation of the Problem 

After identifying the problems stated above, it is clear that there are 

many problems in this research. Thus, theresearcher only focus on students‟ 

listening comprehension difficulties in English language learning at the 

second grade of vocational high school 1 Bangkinang  

3. Formulation of The Problem 

a. What is the level of difficulties in listening comprehension at 

Vocational High School 1 Bangkinang ? 

b. What is the dominant aspect of difficulties  in listening comprehension 

at Vocational High School 1 Bangkinang ? 
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C. Objective and Significant of the Research   

1. Objective of the Research 

From the formulation of the problem, the researcher has some 

objectives of the reseach as follow : 

a. To find out students‟ difficulties in listening comprehension at the 

second grade of vocational high school 1 Bangkinang 

b. To find out the causes of the students‟ difficulties in listening 

comprehension at vocational high school 1 Bangkinang 

2. Significant of the research  

a. Hopefully, this research is able to benefit the researcher as a novice 

researcher, especially in learning how to conduct a research. 

b. These research findings are also expected to be useful and valuable, 

especially for students and teachers of English at the second grade of 

vocational high school 1  Bangkinangto be consideration for their 

future learning process. 

c. Besides, these research findings are also expected to be positive and 

valuable information, especially for those who are concerned in the 

world of teaching and learning English as foreign or a second language. 

d. Finally, these research findings are also expected to be practical and 

theoritical information to develop of theories on language teaching and 

learning. 
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D. Reason for Choosing the Title  

There are some reasons why the researcher is interested in conducting 

this research. The reasons are as follows: 

1. The researcher is interested in listening difficulties because it based on the 

problem that was happened to the school. 

2. The title of the research is relevant with the researcher‟s status as a student 

of English Education Department. 

3. The location of the research facilitates the researcher to conduct the 

research. 
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E. Definition of the Term  

There are so many terms are involved in this research. In order to 

avoid misunderstanding to the terms used in this research, thus, the researcher 

provides the definition of all the terms in this research as follows; 

1. Study  

Study is an activity that trying to know and understanding 

something new with deeply. 

2. Listening  

According to Purdy (1997), listening is the process of receiving, 

making meaning from, and answering to spoken and/or nonverbal 

messagesand Listening consists of auditory discrimination, aural grammar, 

choosing necessary information, remembering it, and connecting it to the 

process between sound and form of meaning (Morley, 1972 as cited in 

Pourhosein Gilakjani & Sabouri, 2016). 

3. Listening comprehension  

according to Brown and Yule (1983), listening comprehension 

mean that a person understands whathe/she has heard. If he/she learns the 

text through hearing it, he/she will understand it.  

4. Difficulty 

Difficulty is something that is hard to understand in facing 

listening comprehension (Oxford, 1995:116). In doing this research 

difficulty is students‟ difficulty in understanding listening test. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

A. Theoritical Framework 

1. The Nature Of Listening Comprehension 

  Listening is one of language skills that is used most frequently; 

adults spend almost half their communication time listening, and 

studentssmay receive as much as 90% of their in school information 

through listening to instructors and each another.Listening is an active 

process .According to Rogers and Farson (1986 ;149), „active‟ means „the 

listeners has a very definite responsibility of trying to grasp the fact and 

feelings in what she/he hear.‟ From this point of view, it can be conclude 

that a listeners should do her/his best to be a good listeners .  

Then what is „being a good listener ?‟.However receptive behavior, 

in particular listening matters as well. Several studies give two reasons to 

support this. First effective listening allows the listeners to have access to 

other‟s beliefs, objectives, knowledge and attitude as this kind of 

information is disclosed to an effective listeners (Bavelas, Coates 

&Johnson , 2000;Miller, Berg & Archer,1983 )Second, Effective listening 

provides Important relation assets such as setting up trust, sincerity and 

creditability between the agent and the listeners (Blader & tyler, 

2003;Detter & Burris;2007.Purdy (1997) lists seven features for an 

effective listener;   
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1. Willingness to listen 

2. Focus the attention  

3. Being aware (perceptive) during listening 

4. Doing interpretation (both verbal and non-verbal cues) 

5. Consciously working to remember  

6. Responding with feedback 

7. Caring about the relationship during listening 

Besides that there are different definitions of the term “listening 

comprehension.” Listening comprehension is the different processes of 

understanding the spoken language. These include knowing speech sounds, 

comprehending the meaning of individual words, and understanding the 

syntax of sentences (Nadig, 2013 as cited in Pourhosein Gilakjani & 

Sabouri, 2016). According to Hamouda (2013), listening comprehension 

refers to the understanding of what the listener has heard and it is his/her 

ability to repeat the text despite the fact that the listener may repeat the 

sounds without real comprehension.  

In addition, Mendelsohn (1774) stated that listening 

comprehension is a process where listener are able to decpher the speaker‟ 

intention, process linguistic forms like fast rate of speech and fillers, cope 

with listening in an interaction, understand the message of the text without 

understanding every single word, and realize different genres. 

However, Purdy (1997) defined listening comprehension as an 

active and dynamic process where listeners attend, perceive, interpret, 
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remember, and respond to the utterences of the speaker likewise, Ros 

(2002) defined listening comprehension as a process of receiving what the 

speaker says, constructing meaning, negotiating meaning with the speaker 

and responding in various way depending on the purpose of commnication. 

In conclusion, listening comprehension is a complex process where 

listeners need to be attentive in order to get the message of the talk. 

Knowledge of English Prosody, culture, vocabulary and sturucture is 

needed. Hence, lack of Prosody, culture, vocabulary and stucture 

knowledge can causes in students‟ difficulties in listening comprehension. 

2. Listening process 

Wood (1994:2) states that there are three distinct stages in the aural 

reception of an utterance. At  the first stage, the sounds go to into a 

sensory store, often called the “echoic memory “ and are organized into 

meaningful units, according to the knowledge of the language the listener 

already has. Unfortunately, the sounds remain in the echoic memory for a 

very short time (probably about a second ) and the listener does not have 

enough time to comprehend what is heard, particularly if listening to a 

foreign language, it causes errors as he/she attempts to organize the stream 

of sounds into meaningful units. And the listeners might be further 

troubled by the arrival of new information in the echoic memory before 

he/she has sufficient opportunity to deal with that.  

  In accordance with the listening process, there are two models of 

listening: the bottom-up and the top-down listening. The bottom-up 
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listening is assumed that listening is a process of decoding the sounds that 

one hear in a linear process, from the smallest meaningful units (phonemes) 

to complete texts. According to this view, phonemic units are decoded and 

linked together to form words (Nunan, 2005). The listeners try to identify 

words which are limited to the sounds of language, and make sense of 

what they hear (Suparman, 2010). Then the words are linked together to 

form phrases, phrases are linked together to form utterances, and 

utterances are linked  together  to form complete, meaningful texts (Nunan, 

2005).  

Thus, bottom-up processing involves perceiving and parsing the 

speech stream at increasingly larger levels beginning with auditory-

phonetic, phonemic, syllabic, lexical, syntactic, semantic, propositional, 

pragmatic and interpretive (Nation, 2009).Top-down processing, on the 

other hand means that listener tries to understand an utterance by 

analyzing the language data in a holistic manner, starting from a whole 

sentence and breaking it down into smaller parts (Ohata, 2006). 

It suggests that the listeners actively construct the original meaning 

of the speaker using incoming sounds as clues. In the reconstruction 

process, the listeners use prior knowledge of the context and situation 

within which the listening takes place to make sense of what they hear. 

Context and situation include such things as knowledge of the topic at 

hand, the speakers and the relationship to the situation, as well as to each 

other and prior events (Nunan, 2005).Supporting the statement, in the top 
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down processing, the studentss must guess and interpret the message 

coming from other people based on the background knowledge. Then, they 

use prior knowledge of the context and situation such as knowledge of the 

topic, and the connecting situation as well as prior event (Gilakjaniand 

Ahmadi, 2011). In gaining the contextual meaning, they recognize only 

part of what they hear. They should be able to make guesses which link the 

fragmented pieces of text (Field, 2005).Contextual knowledge can make 

up for lack of phonology, syntactic, and semantic discrimination. The 

more familiar interlocutors are with each other, the less chance there is for 

misunderstanding. At the same time, however, if interlocutors know each 

other well, they are possibly to make greater presuppositions, thus 

incurring a greater danger of misunderstanding (Richards, 2005). 

Dealing with the process of listening, the listeners use a number of 

operations, ranging from translating acoustic cues into sounds, through 

identifying words, phrases, tracing grammatical patterns in the auditory 

input they are exposed to. Then processing continues on to the next higher 

stage, the syntactic level, followed by an analysis of the semantic content 

to arrive at a literal understanding of the basic linguistic meaning.  

This is called decoding process. Whereas in the process of meaning 

building, they should be able to address the context in the speech act 

occurs, and infer the speaker‟s intention (Field, 2008). In this way, they 

need to activate both decoding and meaning building process 

simultaneously. 
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3. The stage of Teaching listening  

In teaching listening the studentsshave to focus and pay attention 

about the material that already they listen.Because listening is the activity 

of paying attention to and trying to get meaning from something we hear.If 

studentssdo not learn to listen effectively, they will be unable to take part 

in oral communication, especially when  to hear what a speaker says is 

insufficient for communication to occur.So as the teacher in teaching 

listening ,listeners must concentrate and focus to make them easy in 

understanding material what they already listened . Vandergrift (1999), 

states that listening sequences improve students‟ metacognitive abilities, 

especially in the first two years of language learning.  

These teaching listening sequences may be divided into three 

stages as pre-listening, while-listening and post-listening and each of the 

three stages has its own specific purpose (Underwood, 1989). While-

listening activities are the main activities of the listening tasks. Students 

listen to the input and make decisions about the strategy to use according 

to the requirements of the task. Finally, in post-listening activities, 

students discuss and evaluate their strategy choices and their effectiveness. 

Feedback is provided by self -evaluation  and also group discussions 

(Guan, 2015). 
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4. Students’ difficulties in Listening Comprehension 

In students‟ difficulties in Listening comprehension, Listening 

difficulties are defined as the internal and external characteristics that 

might interrupt text understanding and real-life processing problems 

directly related to cognitive procedures that take place at various stages of 

listening comprehension (Goh, 2000). 

Studentss may have difficulty with the vowel sounds of English 

and need practice in distinguishing between them such as, “sit / seat”, 

“food / foot”. And in other hand, consonant clusters are worrying as some 

sounds seem to be lost like “exactly” where / t / sound is rarely heard in 

native speaker speech. 

The difficulties occur when they cannot retain the incoming voice 

in their short term memory for a while, so that the utterance can be 

processed for further semantic interpretation (Wilson, 2008). They are also 

concerned with the nature of listening materials and strategies (Chen, 2005) 

as the characteristics of spoken language frequently dominate in listening 

material.  

Brown (1994 : 238 ) says, there are special characteristics of 

spoken language need to  be taken into consideration, second language 

studentss need to pay special attention to such factors because they highly 

influence the processing of speech, if these characteristics are not 

presented, they can make listening process become difficult, the 

characteristics are : 
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a) Clustering 

In written language we are conditioned to present to the 

sentence as the basic unit of organization. In spoken language, due to 

memory limitations and our predisposition for “ chunking “ or 

clustering , we breakdown speech in to smaller  group of  words 

through this effort listening comprehension is easy to be understood. In 

this case teacher must help studentssto pick out manageable clusters of 

words but sometimes studentsswill try to comprehend whole sentence 

even several sentence or even they will try to comprehend to every 

word in an utterance.    

b) Redundancy 

Spoken language has good deal of redundancy, in 

conversations we can see rephrasing, repetitions, elaborations, and 

little insertions of “ I mean “ and “    you know “ here and there. Such 

redundancy helps the hearer to process meaning by offering more time 

and extra information. Studentss can train themselves  from such of 

redundancy, mainly becoming aware that not every new sentence or 

phrase will necessarily contain new information. 

c) Reduced foarm 

Beside containing a good deal of redundancy, spoken language 

also has many reduced forms, reduction can be phonological like 

“djeetyet” for “ did you eat yet “, morphological such as “ I‟II “, 

syntactic  ( elliptical forms like “when will you be back” tomorrow, 

maybe) and in pragmatic like “ phone rings in a house and a child 
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answer, cups the telephone and yells to another room in the house, 

“mom!,phone!” These reductions cause significant difficulties 

especially  classroom studentss who may have initially been exposed 

to the full form of  English language. 

d) Performance variable 

In spoken language, unlike for planned discourse speeches, 

lecturers ,etc, hesitations, false start, pauses, and corrections are 

common. Native listener are conditioned from very young ages to 

“ weed out “ such performance variables whereas they can easily 

interfere with comprehension in second language studentss.  

e) Colloquial language  

Studentss who have been exposed to standard written English 

and textbook language sometimes extremely feel difficult to deal with 

colloquial language. Idioms, slang, reduced forms, and shared cultural 

knowledge are all manifested at some point in conversation 

f) Rate of delivery 

Commonly every language students thinks that native speakers 

speak too fast. Brown citing Richard  (1983) points out that the number 

and  length of pauses used by  a speaker is more crucial to 

comprehension than sheer speed. Studentss need to be able to 

comprehend language delivered at varying rates of speed and delivered 

with few pauses. In listening the hearer may not always have 

opportunity to stop the speaker and the stream of speech will continue 

to flow 
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g) Stress, rhythm, and intonation. 

The prosodic features of the English language are very 

important for comprehension. English speech can be a terror for some 

studentss as mouthful syllables some spilling out between stress points. 

Intonation patterns are also very significant not just for interpreting 

such straightforward elements as questions and statements and 

emphasis but more subtle messages like sarcasm, endearment, insult, 

solicitation, and praise.  

h) Interaction  

Interaction will play large role in listening comprehension. 

Conversation is especially subject to all the rules of interaction: 

negotiation, clarification, and etc. So, to learn to listen is also learn to 

respond and to continue a chain of listening and responding. 

Studentssneed to understand that good listeners are good responders 

(in conversation). 

5. Relevant  Research 

As a matter of fact, there are several studies as conducted by some 

reseachers which relevant to this research. One of them is done by Nurlaila 

tuanany (2007) reseacrhed about some problem in listening 

comprehension using authentic materials encountered by the third year 

studentssof SMA DUA MEI CIPUTAT of english eduaction department 

of syarif hidayatullah state islamic university jakarta. This research shows 

that there are some problems faced by studentssof SMA DUA MEI 
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CIPUTAT in using authentic materials for learning listening 

comprehension.  

Among those important problems the researcher may identify some 

of them as ;problems with studentss„lack of vocabulary ,the native 

speakers „normal speed in speaking which the studentsswere not familiar 

with, and the native speakers uncleare voice . The studentssalso perceive 

the use of authentic material in listening lesson as beneficial to help them 

to success in learning ,to promote better learning and practice their 

listening better,also to adjust their hearing with the real way if English 

communication. 

The second is done by DARTI (2010) researched about analyzing 

studentss‟ difficulties  toward listening comprehension of english 

education department  of tarbiyah and teaching faculty at uin ALAUDDIN 

MAKASSAR among those important problems the researcher may 

identify spme of them as :lack of vocabulary, understanding structure, 

unable to comprehend natural spoken, lose confidence, maintaining 

concentration, bad recording.from both of them the researcher focused on 

factor from listener  and eksternal listening. 

The third study is from Wang and Fang (2015), they conducted a 

research about Listening Difficulties of Low-Proficiency EFL learners: A 

Comparison of Teacher and Learner Perspectives, they said that motivated 

by the dearth of studies investigating language learners‟ listening 

difficulties in EFL context, this study examined and compared teacher and 
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learner perceptions regarding the sources of listening difficulties 

experienced by low-proficiency Chinese learners of English. A 38-item 

questionnaire and semi-structured interviews were employed to elicit the 

participants‟ beliefs. Findings show that in general the teachers and 

learners share the view that text- and processing-related variables have 

potentially the greatest impact on L2 listeners‟ comprehension, indicating 

the importance of giving priority to developing weak listeners‟ bottom-up 

perception abilities before higher-level processing skills should be 

attempted. Discrepancy in perceptions is also identified with respect to the 

challenges posed by different listening task types, opening up an important 

area where immediate pedagogical and research efforts are needed to bring 

the gap to closure. 

Fourth, Saraswaty (2018), said that listening plays a vital role in 

daily lives. Everyday people listen for different purposes such as 

entertainment, academic purposes or obtaining necessary information. It is 

essential for learning languages since they enable to acquire insights and 

information, and to achieve success in communicating with others. But 

many students fail to seize them because of some learning difficulties in 

listening class. Teachers should be aware of students‟ learning difficulties. 

Understanding students‟ learning difficulties may enable EFL teachers to 

help students develop effective learning strategies and ultimately improve 

their English listening abilities. This paper focuses on how teachers 
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enhance their positive attitude; train them to be responsive by giving the 

suitable strategies that will enable them to develop their listening skills.  

And the last is from Trismasari, Sudarsono, Rosnija (2016), with 

the title FACTORS INFLUENCING ENGLISH LISTENING 

DIFFICULTIES. They stated that This research focused on the factors 

influencing English listening difficulties. They cover sources dealing with 

the listening text, the speaker, the teacher, the listener, and the physical 

environment. The purpose of this research is to find out the most 

influential factor of English listening difficulties encountered by  Year of 

2015/2016. The research method was descriptive. The data were collected 

using questionnaire with 35 items designed on a five-point likert-type 

scale. The questionnaire was distributed to 38 students. The data were 

analyzed by calculating the percentage of each factor. The study found out 

that the students of Year-11 at encountered listening difficulties because of 

listening text (21.53%), speaker (21.67%), teacher (9.72%), listener 

(22.18%), physical environment (24.90%); and of these factors, physical 

environment was the biggest influential factor and teacher related factors 

was the last influential one. 
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6. Operational  Concept 

Operatinal concept is a concept as a guidance used to avoid 

misunderstanding.There is variable in this research that variabe is 

Studentss‟ listening comprehension dificulties .To identify the studentss 

listening comprehension dificulties the reseacher used several indicators as 

guidance to conduct the quistionaire as follows: 

a. Students have willingness to listening to the audio in the analytical 

exposition material  

b. Students are able to focus their attention during the listening to the 

audio in the analytical exposition material 

c. Students are able to be aware and perceptive during the listening in the 

analytical exposition material. 

d. Students are able to do interpretation after the listening in the 

analytical exposition material. 

e. Students are able to work to remember after the listening in the 

analytical exposition material. 

f. Students are able to respond to what they heard in the analytical 

exposition material. 

g. Students are able to care about the relation  during the listening in the 

analytical exposition material. 

h. Students are able to summarize the listening material  in the analytical 

exposition material. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

 

A. Research Design  

This research is categorized as a descriptive study.Descriptive method 

is a research model that used to know deeply about one object. It was intended 

to investigate the circumstances, conditions, or other things which have been 

mentioned, the results are presented in the form of research reports. As 

Sugiyono (2013) mentioned descriptive research is a research which is describe 

the phenomenon, symptom, condition which use qualitative or quantitative. 

Descriptive research can be either quantitative or qualitative. Ary (2010, p. 426) 

states that, research design is the researcher‟s plan of how to proceed to gain an 

understanding of some group or some phenomenon in its context. Based on 

that theory, the research design of this research is descriptive design with 

qualitative approach.  

Then for the design the researcher uses case study. It is because the 

researcher wants to identify the students‟ listening difficulties. According to 

Arikunto (2005, p. 234) stated that this research tries to describe studentss‟ 

difficulties in listening comprehension at the second grade students of 

vocational high school 1 bangkinang. This research consists of one variable 

namely dependent variable (Y) as studentss‟ difficulties in listening 

comprehension. 
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B. Time and Location   

This research will be conducted from January to October 2020 and the 

location of the research is Vocational High School 1 Bangkinang. 

 

C. Subject and Object of the Research  

1. The subject of this research is the second grade studentssof vocational high 

school 1 Bangkinang 

2. The object of this research is students‟ listening comprehension difficulties 

in English language learning. 

 

D. Population and Sample of the Research 

The target population of this research is the second grade students of 

Vocational High school 1 Bangkinang. There are 296 students consist of 10 

classes. The sample of this research consist of 120 studentss. The researcher 

will use simple random sampling. According to Arikunto (2006) states that if 

the population les than 100, it is better to take of them as the sample, but if it 

is more than 100 studentss, the sample can be taken between 10-15% or 20-25 % 

or more. In this research, the researcher take 40% from the total population at 

Vocational High School 1 Bangkinang. Thus, the researcher take sample from 

the total population is 120 students. 
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Table III.1 

Population and sample of the Research 

 

No Class Population Sample 

1 XI  TKJ 1 30 studentss 12 

2 XI TKJ 2 30 studentss 12 

3 XI TKR 1 30 studentss 12 

4 XI TKR 2 30 studentss 12 

5 XI TSM  1 30 studentss 12 

6 XI TSM 2 28 studentss 12 

7 XI TAV 1 30 studentss 12 

8 XI TAV 2 28 studentss 12 

9 XI TP 1 30 studentss 12 

10 XI TP 2 30 studentss 12 

Jumlah 296 120 

E. Technique Of Collecting The Data 

1. Questionnaire  

According to Cohen et.al (2007), questionnaire is widely use and 

useful instrument for collecting survei informatin, providing sturucture, 

often numerical, being able to administrate without the presence of the 

researcher, and often being comparatively straigh forward to analyze. It is 

used to know what are students‟ difficulties in listening comprehension 

and is done to find out what factor causes students‟difficulties in listening 

comprehension.  
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Table III.2 

The Blueprint of Questionnaire 

 

Number Indicator of 

Item 

Number of 

Item 

Items Number 

1 Willingness 1 1 

2 Attention 4 9,11,18,7 

3 Aware and 

perceptive 

4 20,19,17,2 

 

4 Interpretation 2 15 

5 Remember 2 10,6 

6 Respond 5 12,13,14,4,8 

7 Care 1 3 

8 Summarize 2 16,5 

 

F. Technique Of Analyzing Data  

In order to get the level of studentss‟ difficulty in listening 

comprehension and to know the percentage of students difficulties in 

answering the questionnaire , the data were analyzed by using  formula:  

  
 

 
 x 100 

 Where P = Individual level of difficulties  

             X = The number of the wrong answer  

             N = The number of items  

To know the percentage of studentss‟ difficulties in answering the 

questionnaire, the reseacher uses the following formula (Sudijono, 2006:35): 

Where :  P = The percentage                

  F =  Frequency  
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N = The number of studentss  

Afterward, the average score of level difficulty which is given in each 

item was computed by using the formula ( Hartono, 2004:30)  

   
   

 
 x 100 

Where :  Mx : The mean of the studentss‟ score  

∑ Fx  :  The total number of the studentssscore  

               N   :  The  total respondent  

To find out the level of the difficulties in listening comprehension , the 

measurement  scale was used as prescribe in the following. 

Level of difficulties  Score % 

High 76-100 

Middle 60-75 

Low 0-59 

      (Arikunto , 2002;313) 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

This researcher was conducted to investigate the studentss‟ difficulties 

in listening comprehensin at the second grade studentssof Vocational High 

School 1 Bangkinang. Based on the data presentation, the researcher found 

that majority of studentss gets difficulties in listening comprehension. It was 

proved by the mean score of studentss‟ difficulties in listening comprehension 

at the second grade studentssof Vocational High School 1 Bangkinang is 

81.57  

To be clear, the category of studentss‟ difficulties in listening 

comprehension can be seen from data presentation that showed 4 students are 

at middle level category, with the percentage is 7 %. Most of them (56 

students) are at high level categories, with percentage 93%. There is no 

student at low level category with percentage 0% its means that the level of 

students listening difficulties in English is categorized “high” level.  

Furthermore, the researcher also find that the dominant aspect of 

studentss‟ difficulties in listening comprehension at the second grade 

studentssof Vocational High School 1 Bangkinang is “summarize” with the 

mean score 87.63.  
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B. Suggestion  

Based on the conclusion, the researcher proposes some suggestion as 

follow: 

1. The Suggestion for the  teachers. 

a. The Teachers of English at Vocational High School 1 Bangkinang 

should give more attention to the studentss understanding in listening. 

b. Teachers should vary the methods how to teach students or studentss 

and also create the good atmosphere to increase their understanding. 

2. The suggestion for the students  

a. The students need to train their listening at home intensively in order to 

help them overcome their problems about the topic in listening. They 

need to always listening also various accents by listening song movie 

and etc. 

3. The suggestion for other researcher  

a. For others  researcher, it is important to be able to understand the 

theories of listening of many experts‟ theories, there are also some 

aspects that they do not learn yet. So, the choice of aspects or 

indicators which are based on what they learn at school is suggested. 

And it is also crucial to make sure that the students or leraners have 

already learnt and understood listening that are going to be tested so 

that the result of the test will be more relevant and reliable.Finally, 

these research findings are also expected to inspire the other 

researchers to investigate of studentss‟ difficulties in listening 
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comprehension on the other variable in order to give meaningful inputs 

for responsibility of students and teaching English is more fun.  
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Questionnaire  

The purpose of this questionnaire is to find out your perception toward 

listening comprehension difficulties .Use scale below to respond the statement. 

Please tick (V) in the appropriate place. 

1. SD =STRONGLY DISAGREE  
2. D =DISAGREE 
3. UD =UNDECIDE 
4. A =AGREE 
5. SA =STRONGLY AGREE 

Nama   : 
Kelas/jurusan  : 

NO STATEMENT SA D UD A SD 

5 4 3 2 1 

1 Sulit bagi saya untuk berkonsentrasi dengan 
keributan di luar 
(It is difficult for me to concentrate with noises  around)  

     

2 Saya merasa sulit untuk menafsirkan makna dari 
teks yang telah di ucapkan (I find it difficult to 

interpret the meaning of a long spoken text) 

     

3 Saya merasa sulit untuk mengenali sinyal yang 
menunjukan bahwa speaker bergerak dari satu titik 
ke titik yang lain  
(I find it difficult to recognize the signals which indicate 

that the speaker is moving from one point to another) 

     

4 Saya merasa gugup dan khawatir ketika saya tidak 
mengerti teks yang di ucapkan (I feel nervous and 

worried when I don’t understand the spoken text) 

     

5 Pada saat mendengarkan saya merasa sulit untuk 
memprediksi kata apa yang datang selanjutnya  
(At the time of listening I found  it difficult to predict 

what word would come next) 

     

6 Saya merasa sulit untuk memahami arti kata yang 
tidak diucapkan dengan jelas (I find it difficult to 

understand the meaning of words which are not 
pronounced clearly) 

     

7 Saya tidak berkonsentrasi karena saya mencari 
jawaban dan mendengarkan dialog bersamaan  
(I am unable to concentrate because I search for the 
answer , and listen to the dialogue same time) 

     

8 Suara tidak jelas yang dihasilakn dari pemutar cd 
yang berkualitas buruk mengganggu pemahaman 
saya 
(Unclear sound resulting from a poor- quality CD-player 
interfere with my listening comprehension) 

     



 

 

 

9 Ketika menemukan kata yang tidak dikenal saya 
berhenti mendengar ,dan berfikir tentang arti kata 
itu   
(When encountering  an unknown word , I stop listening 

and thinking about the meaning of the word) 

     

10 Saya merasa sulit untuk menanggapi kata yang 
saya dengar dengan cepat  (I find it difficult to 

remember word or phrases  quickly that I have heard) 

     

11 Saya hilang konsentrasi pada saat saya memikirkan 
arti dari kata yang baru (I lose my concentration when 

I think about the meaning of new words) 

     

12 Suara yang tidk jelas yang dihasilkan dari peralatan 
yang buruk dapat mengganggu pemahaman saya 
saat mendengarkan 
(Unclear sound resulting poor  equipment interfere  with 

my listening comprehension) 

     

13 Saya merasa sulit untuk mengerti saat pembicara 
berbicara terlalu cepat (I find it difficult to understand 

when speakers speak too fast) 

     

14 Saya merasa sulit untuk memahami teks yang 
diucapkan yang tidak menarik bagi saya  (I find it 

difficult to understand the spoken text which is no of 
interest to me) 

     

15 Saya merasa sulit untuk memahami ketika topiknya 
tidak dikenal  (I find it difficult to understand listening 

text  when the topic is unfamiliar) 

     

16 Saya merasa sulit untuk menyimpulkan arti kata 
yang tidak di kenal saat mendengarkan (I find it 

difficult to infer the meaning of an unknown words while 
listening) 

     

17 Saya merasa sulit ketika mendengarkan bahasa 
inggris tanpa transkrip  (I find it difficult when listening 

to English without transcripts) 

     

18 Saya kehilangan konsentrasi ketika mendengarkan 
pertanyaan lain (I lose my concentrate when I think of 

another question) 

     

19 Saya berhenti mendengarkan ketika saya memiliki 
masalah dalam memahami teks  (I stop listening 

when I have problems in understanding  a listening text ) 

     

20 Saya merasa sulit untuk memahami setiap kata dari 
audio  
(I find difficult to understand  every single word of 

incoming speech) 
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